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I. INTRODUCTION
There are too many file types in a computer. It is very easy to store various types of data files on the hard drives. However, in computer forensics field, the huge number of file types may bring troubles to investigators. It is very difficult to find out an unknown file type especially when the file data is not complete (due to the fact that it may be deleted and part of the file data has been overwritten), or is fragmented. According to Garfinkel [1] , although today's modern operating systems try their best to avoid files to be fragmented, the fragmentized files are still very common. For example, there may be no large enough contiguous region on the media to store the file, or there may be no sufficient unallocated region to hold the appended data at the end of a file. In this work, a new approach for the problem of the file fragment classification is proposed. The proposed method regards a file fragment as a grayscale image, and uses image classification method to classify file fragment.
Perhaps the most commonly utlized file type identification program is the UNIX "file" command which mainly relies on the "libmagic" library [2] . It uses the magic numbers to recognize the file types. This method is rather accurate when given a complete file. However, when it comes to the file fragment, the command typically reports "ASCII text" or "data".
File extension is the fastest way to detect file type because there is no need to open the file. However, at the same time, it is easily spoofed by simply renaming the file extension. Most works on file fragment classification to date have attempted to solve this problem by using a combination of machine learning techniques and statistical analysis techniques [3] . They treat a file as a vector made up of a combination of n-gram [4] , Hamming weight, Shannon entropy [5] , mean byte value and so on [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Besides, there are other classification technologies used for file fragment classification such as byte frequency distribution (BFD) [12] [13] [14] , the longest common subsequence [15] , Kolmogorov Complexity [16] [17] [18] and rate of change between two consecutive bytes [19] .
At a broader level, all data stored in drivers can be represented as a binary string made up of zeros and ones. This binary string can be reshaped into a matrix and regarded as a grayscale image. Therefore, the description of a grayscale image can be used for a description of the corresponding data fragment. The description of a picture has been well studied in the field of computer vision. GIST Descriptor [20, 21] which has performed excellently in scene classification and object classification is used in this paper to describe the grayscale images generated by file fragments. The descriptions of the images are then put into classification algorithms for training and testing. Ten-fold cross validation [22] is used to evaluate this approach. 29 file types are chosen from the publicly available corpus collected by Garfinkel el al. [23] based on how well-known they are to conduct experiments in file-unbiased model and type-unbiased model.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a brief overview of related works done in this area. Section III introduces the method of generating grayscale images from file fragments and automatically classifying them. The experiments are detailed in section IV, and results and analyses are presented in section V. Section VI places conclusions and future works.
II. RELATED WORK
McDaniel and Heydari [12] proposed an approach to generate "fingerprints" for files. They used three algorithms in their work: Byte Frequency Analysis (BFA), Byte Frequency Cross-Correlation (BFC) and the File Header/Trailer (FHT). The basic idea was using statistics frequency of ASCII code (0-255) in the file to classify files. Their corpus consisted of 120 files with 30 different types; only complete file instead of fragment was considered. According to their results, BFA and BFC showed inferior performance (27.50% true positive rate for BFA and 46% for BFC) compared with FHT (95.83%). However, further analysis showed that FHT was simply a variation on the magic numbers.
Li et al. [6] substantially revamped BFD using unigram counts of the prefix of a file. Their contributions focused on using a centroid or multiple centroids generated from BFD as the signature (fileprint in their work) of a file type. They collected a data set consisting of 8 different types. K-means clustering algorithm was applied to get models for every type. The authors only evaluated on fragments started at the beginning of files. Results showed that the method did not work well when classifying similar data types such as GIF and JPG.
Karresan and Shahmehri [24] proposed a method called OSCAR which was very similar to centroid idea mentioned above. They extended their work in article [19] with the idea called rate-of-change (RoC). RoC is the difference of the ASCII values between two consecutive bytes. Their work performed nearly perfectly on JPG but did poorly on other file types.
Veenman [25] used features made up of 1-gram counts, Shannon entropy and Kolmogorov complexity for linear discriminant analysis [26] to classify file fragments. He utilized a private data set consisting of 11 file types to do his experiments and achieved 45% for average classification accuracy. The fragment size he used was 4096 bytes.
Calhoun and Coles [15] achieved good accuracy of 88.3%. Their basic idea was similar to Veenman's. They employed more features than Veeman. The experiments they performed were on only 4 types (JPG, BMP, GIF and PDF). 2 of the 4 types were used to distinguish from each other in one run of their experiments.
Based on Kolmogorov Complexity, Axelsson [16, 17] proposed a method called Normalized Compression Distance (NCD) to solve the problem of file fragment classification. He applied k-nearest-neighbors (KNN) to measure the distances between different types. A publicly available data set collected by Garfinkel et al. was used in his experiments. The average classification accuracy they achieved was about 34% on 28 different file types.
Fitzgerald et al. [27] represented file fragments as feature vectors consisting of unigram and bigram counts, as well as other statistical measurements such as Shannon entropy, the average contiguity between bytes to classify file fragments. The classification algorithm they used was SVM. They achieved an average classification accuracy of 49.1% on 24 file types in their experiments.
Conti et al. [28] seems to have taken the first step to make fragments visualization. They treated fragments from files as grayscale images. However, they did not give an automated approach to classify fragments through grayscale images they got. This paper extends their work and provides a preliminary solution to this classification problem.
Nataraj et al. [29, 30] proposed a visualization method for malware classification by using binary texture analysis. They only needed to consider the executable file type (EXE). While in this paper, different file types are involved. They treated an entire malware file as a grayscale image. However, what we face are file fragments instead of the whole file.
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD

A. Transforming Fragment into Grayscale Image
As mentioned above, all data stored in drives can be represented as a binary string made up of zeros and ones. Considering a grayscale image of 256 gray-level, every 8 bits in the data can be viewed as a pixel in a grayscale image. Every grayscale image has its width and height. Therefore, it is necessary to reshape "pixels" into a 2D array to make them constitute an image instead of a line. Let grayscale(i,j) represents the gray value of ith row and jth column in the grayscale image after reshaping. The data in a fragment before reshaping is stored in a onedimensional array fragment. The corresponding reshaping formula is defined as follows:
Here width is the width of the grayscale image after reshaping (the most appropriate width of the grayscale image will be discussed in experiments). Figure 1 shows the steps to convert file fragment to grayscale image. Fortunately, the descriptions of images have been well studied in the field of computer vision. In [20] , Oliva and Torralba proposed a computational model of the recognition of the real-world scene. They proposed a series of perceptual dimensions that represent the dominant spatial structure of a scene. To compute grayscale image's features, GIST [21] which uses wavelet decomposition to analyze images is used in this paper.
GIST feature is commonly used in image recognition and large scale image search. The following is a brief introduction of the GIST feature vector. A more detailed explanation can be found in [20] . The location of every image is represented by the output of filters tuned to different orientations and scales. In this work, a commonly used steerable pyramid with 4 scales and 8 orientations is applied to the grayscale image. Then, the local represen-
is the representation of jth sub-band and N is the total number of sub-bands. In order to obtain the global image properties while keeping some local information, the mean magnitude value of the local features mmv(x) is computed and averaged over large spatial regions:
Here aw(x) is the averaging window. The resulting representation is down sampled to have a spatial resolution of M × M pixels. Both N and M are the default values in GIST descriptor where N = 32 and M = 4. At last, the size of feature vector mmv acquired is M × M × N = 512.
C. Finding the Best Classifying Algorithm
After obtaining the descriptions of file fragments, the vectors are put into different classification algorithms to find the best classification algorithm which fits for file fragment classification. In this work, 6 commonly used classification algorithms are evaluated. The 6 classification algorithms and their brief introductions are listed as follows.
KNN: K-Nearest Neighbors algorithm is one of the simplest algorithms in machine learning field. It is easy to understand this algorithm: an unknown instance is classified by a majority vote of its neighbors, with the instance being attached to the class most common among its K nearest neighbors.
Naïve Bayes: Bayes classification is a statistics based algorithm. It predicts the possible attribute of an unknown instance and selects the maximum likelihood class as its class based on bayes thorem. To simplify the complexity, Naïve Bayes assumes all attributes have an independent effect on the specific class.
SVM: A Support Vector Machine is a supervised learning model with related learning algorithm that analyzes data and recognizes patterns, used for classification and regression analysis. A support machine creates a hyperplane or series of hyperplanes in a high-or infinitedimensional space. An excellent segmentation is implemented by the hyperplane that achieves the largest distance between different classes, since in general the larger the margin the better the result is. In this paper, three commonly used SVM algorithms: LIBSVM, LIBLINEAR and SMO are involved.
Decision Tree: A decision tree is a tool helps to make decisions. It utilizes a tree-like graph or model of decisions and their possible results, including chance event outcomes, resource consumption, and utility. Decision trees are frequently employed in operations research, specifically in decision analysis, to assist a strategy most likely to achieve the target. A well-known J48 decision tree algorithm is used in this paper.
D. Classifying Step
The file fragment classification process can be summarized in the following steps:
(1) For every file fragment do{ (a) Reading every byte from file fragment and writing it into a one-dimensional array; (b) Converting the one-dimensional array into a two-dimensional matrix to get a grayscale image using formula (1); (c) Computing a 512-dimensional GIST feature to describe the grayscale image by using GIST Descriptor; } (2) Using a classification algorithm to classify all of the 512-dimensional vectors. TABLE I  FILE TYPES USED IN EXPERIMENTS  BMP  CSV  DOC  DOCX  EPS  GIF  GZ  HTML JAVA  JPG  LOG  PDF  PNG  PPS  PPT  PPTX  PS  PUB  RTF  SQL  SWF  TEX  TTF  TXT  WP  XBM  XLS  XLSX XML Most of the previous research used private data sets. This is not good for promoting friendly competition between approaches in the field. Therefore, Axelsson's step is followed in this paper to use a freely available corpus. The data set used for training and testing in this paper is generated from the freely available corpus of forensic research data collected by Garfinkel et al. [23] (the govdocs1 data set described in section 4 of the cited paper). That corpus contains 1 million files of different file types. Among previous works based on this corpus, Axelsson selected 28 file types and Fitzgerald et al. selected 24 file types. While in this paper, 29 file types which cover all file types except for JAR, ZIP and JS in previous works are selected to evaluate the method proposed. In addition, two more common types LOG and WP are added to data set in this paper. The reasons that JAR, ZIP and JS type files are not selected are detailed later. To make the results more convincible, it is ensured that the selected file extension and its claimed type are consistent when select-ing file from the corpus. Table I shows the selected 29 file types used in this paper.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Data Set
There are no JAR extension files in the govdocs1 data set. 17 files with extension HTML and other 17 files with extension TXT are claimed to be JAR files in govdocs1. Further investigation shows that the 17 files with extension HTML are actually HTML files, and the 17 files with extension TXT are actually text document that maybe change log for some JAR files. As for ZIP files, there are 10 files whose extension are ZIP. Of the 10 files, only 1 file is a ZIP file with a DOC file compressed in it. The extra 9 files consist of 1 DOCX file, 4 XLSX files and 4 PPTX files. When searching for files claimed to be ZIP files in govdocs1, 26 files with HTML extension are found. All the files are checked to make sure their type and their extension are consistent. The only remaining 1 ZIP file is not enough to do experiments. Such is the case of JS type.
B. Fragment
The fragment size adopted in this paper is 1024 bytes. There are three reasons prompt the authors to employ 1024 bytes as fragment size. To begin with, it is difficult to analyze the texture of a grayscale obtained from a fragment less than 1024 bytes because its texture is not clear. In addition to that, larger block size will help improve disk I/O performance when using large files, therefore, file systems commonly used today have a larger block size than 1024 bytes instead of 512 bytes in disk sector size. One more thing, the DFRWS'13 data sniffing challenge [31] also chose 1024 bytes as the minimum block size.
When generating fragments, the first and last fragments of each file are omitted, as the first fragment frequently contains header information, and the last fragment might not be 1024 bytes in length. Calhoun and Coles [15] , Conti et al. [10] , Fitzgerald et al. [27] also removed the first and last fragments.
C. File-unbiased and Type-unbiased Model
When conducting experiments, 2 different models are designed. The first model is called file-unbiased model. That is, an equal number of fragments are randomly selected from every file. 10 fragments per file are randomly chosen in this paper, except for where the file is not sufficiently long. The second model is type-unbiased model. In this model, an equal number of fragments are randomly selected from every type. In this work, more than 10 files that altogether consist of more than 8000 fragments are randomly selected from govdocs1. Of the over 8000 fragments, 1000 fragments per type are randomly selected.
D. Experiments
The classification experiments in this paper are conducted in WEKA. WEKA is a collection of machine learning algorithms for data mining tasks. WEKA contains tools for data pre-processing, classification, regression, clustering, association rules, and visualization. It is also well-suited for developing new machine learning schemes [32] . All classification algorithms used in this paper can be found in WEKA. Ten-fold cross validation [22] provided by WEKA is used to evaluate the approach proposed in this work.
Four experiments are conducted in both file-unbiased model and type-unbiased model. The first experiment is to find the best classification algorithm that fits for file fragment classification. After determining the most suitable classification algorithm, the effect of grayscale image width on classification accuracy is discussed. Then the image description vectors are reduced in their dimensions using PCA [33] . This experiment is based upon the idea that there may be some redundant information in the image description. At the same time, dimensionality reduction can reduce the time required for classification. At last, grid searching is applied to figure out the optimal combination of classification algorithm parameters and feature dimensions. The reason that the 4 experiments are all conducted in both models is to make the two models to verify each other.
V. RESULTS AND ANALYSES
The first experiment is to find the most suitable classification algorithm. Table II shows the performance of 6 classification algorithms mentioned above in fileunbiased model. All classification algorithms use default configuration in WEKA. The width of grayscale images is 32 pixels (32 bytes in file fragments). Results show that KNN is really fast to build the model required for classification because of its simplicity. As can be seen from the table, the performance of KNN is the best in most cases. Therefore, it's obvious that KNN is the most suitable algorithm for file fragment classification or at least for the situation in this paper. Results in type-unbiased model also support this conclusion. The results table is not listed here for the limited space. The conclusion that KNN is the most suitable algorithm for file fragment classification is similar to the conclusion in paper [7] . GIST produces a feature vector of 512 dimensions wh- en describing a grayscale image. Figure 4 shows classification accuracy after dimensionality reduction using PCA in file-unbiased model. The classification algorithm used is KNN. The width of grayscale images is 32 pixels (32 bytes in file fragments). As can be seen from the figure, when the feature dimensions exceed 15, the increment of the dimensions does not seem to bring the improvement of classification accuracy. This conclusion will be used in the next experiment to find the optimal combination of classification algorithm parameters and feature dimensions. The same phenomenon can be seen in typeunbiased model. In the final experiment, all results in both models are presented for comparison and analyses. This experiment is to figure out the optimal combination of classification algorithm parameters and feature dimensions by using grid searching in both two models. The classification algorithm used is KNN with K ranging from 1 to 10. The feature dimensions in this experiment increase from 2 to 15. Table III shows that the best average classification accuracy acquired is 39.7% with K being 1 in 9 dimensions in file-unbiased model. While in type-unbiased model, the best average classification accuracy is 54.7% with K being 7 in 9 dimensions (see table IV). Figure 5 and figure 6 show the confusion matrix when using the optimal combination in the two models. The classification accuracy in this paper is significantly better than random chance (1/29 ≈ 3.4%). The preliminary results in this paper are promising when comparing with previous work. Axelsson [16] achieved best average classification accuracy of 34% on 28 file types using fileunbiased model, while utilizing the same model, the approach in this paper achieved an average classification accuracy of 39.7% on 29 file types. Veenman [25] achieved an average accuracy of 45%, but only on 11 file types. The model they used is similar to type-unbiased model. Fitzgerald et al. [27] achieved best average classification accuracy of 49.1% on 24 file types using typeunbiased model. While in this paper, an average classification accuracy of 54.7% on 29 file types is achieved using the same model.
It can be seen from confusion matrixes in figure 5 and figure 6 that the method proposed in this paper performs nearly perfectly in some types such as TTF and XBM. Generally speaking, the classifier here performs better on low entropy file fragments than high entropy file fragments, which reflect findings in previous works. The goal of this paper is to test the feasibility of the idea that whether the type of a file fragment can be detected by description of its corresponding grayscale image. The preliminary results to this end show that the approach is promising. However, the method which is used to describe file grayscale images is taken from computer vision without any optimization. It is worth careful optimization to make the method more suitable for file fragment classification in the future.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Classifying file fragment is an important and difficult problem in digital forensics. In this work, a new approach that treats binary data of a file fragment as a grayscale image is explored to deal with the problem of file fragment classification. To describe the grayscale image obtained from a file fragment, GIST which is borrowed from computer vision is used without any optimization. The preliminary results in this paper are promising. Hence, it is worth careful optimization when describing the file grayscale image to make the method more suitable for file fragment classification in the future.
GIST utilized here is borrowed from computer vision that is suited for recognition of real-world scenes. Therefore, another area of future work is to find out a more targeted way [34, 35] to classify grayscale images obtained from original binary data fragments. For example, lossy compression [36] may be used to extract the domi- 
